Available for Interview

Call Johnny: (949) 922-9786

Dance with a beautiful partner
on YOUR 100th birthday
Authority on aging interventions will keep your audience engaged and entertained while
providing valuable information they can use -- mainstream to controversial.
 How I plan to dance with a beautiful
partner on MY 100th birthday
 Why life goes downhill when we get
old – why we disintegrate
 What we can do NOW – and what’s
in the FUTURE -- so we can stay
young as long as we want
 Great sex when you get old
 Billions misspent and lives lost as
government health care bureaucracy gets it wrong!
 Helping aging parents
 Big money will be made in aging
reversal
 What celebrities and movie stars say
about aging
 What some people are doing to help
their PETS live healthy and long
 Are you “obese”, or just plain FAT?
 Are people living too long? And why
do some experts say you should grow
old and die?
 The biggest life-toppling event faced
by people over 50, and what I’m
doing about it
 Will you run out of money when you
get old? The solution.
 The Far Side – Nanotech, people
getting frozen, full body transplant
 How listeners can be the first to hear
about the latest solutions for aging
I could even close with a short health
and longevity themed MUSICAL
PERFORMANCE
. . . much more – can be adjusted to
YOUR audience and host

People get so darn sick and
miserable when they get old!

Decline and disease
increase with age
The good years of our lives –
the healthy ones, when we’re
feeling great and loving life, we’re
productive, happy to be alive and
able to do the things we want – are
just too damn short! Then we get
old, sick and take the big sleep ==
much too soon!
My team of scientists and I
are out to change that.
So we target the underlying
mechanisms of aging to create
solutions – therapies and other
innovations to slow, repair, control
and ultimately reverse the
underlying causes of age related
decline that result in multiple
diseases — rather than treating
individual diseases as they occur.
The result: MORE HEALTHY,
HAPPY, PRODUCTIVE
YEARS OF LIFE, and solutions to

many great problems facing the world.
And if we can live a lot longer in
great health, wouldn’t that be great too?

Johnny Adams, MBA, CEO/
Executive Director Aging Intervention
Foundation, and expert on aging
interventions.
My commitment is to “solve aging”
i.e. slow and ultimately reverse age
related decline for many more healthy
years of living. I’ve been active in this
since the 1970s, steadily building skills
and accomplishments. I’m active in
research and solutions creation with the
foundation, and numerous initiatives to
increase healthspan and lifespan.
Imagine the good we could do - and
the fun we could have - with longer
health and more time!
Watch and listen to Johnny
Informal presentation (best - energy!):
www.vimeo.com/126432523
Mission (more subdued):
www.JohnnyAdams.com/aging
Radio interview:
www.goo.gl/Dnb6Gu

Call me at (949) 922-9786
Email JAdams @ AgingIntervention . org
www.AgingIntervention.org

